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The Allied occupation of Japan at the end of World War II was led by General Douglas MacArthur, the
Supreme Commander of the Allied Powers, with support from the British Commonwealth.Unlike in the
occupation of Germany, the Soviet Union was allowed little to no influence over Japan.This foreign presence
marks the only time in Japan's history that it has been occupied by a foreign power.
Occupation of Japan - Wikipedia
Ultra was the designation adopted by British military intelligence in June 1941 for wartime signals intelligence
obtained by breaking high-level encrypted enemy radio and teleprinter communications at the Government
Code and Cypher School (GC&CS) at Bletchley Park. Ultra eventually became the standard designation
among the western Allies for all such intelligence.
Ultra - Wikipedia
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Palestine, area of the eastern Mediterranean region, comprising parts of modern Israel and the Palestinian
territories of the Gaza Strip (along the coast of the Mediterranean Sea) and the West Bank (the area west of
the Jordan River).. The term Palestine has been associated variously and sometimes controversially with this
small region, which some have asserted also includes Jordan.
Palestine | History, People, & Religion | Britannica.com
The yield spread between long-term and short-term Treasury securities is known to be a good predictor of
economic activity, particularly of looming recessions.
Economic Research - Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco
United Grand Lodge Complete texts of masonic rituals - three craft degrees and royal arch The following
rituals are copied directly from the small black (craft) and red (royal arch) books of masonic ritual given to
candidates.
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